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A guidebook for kids and adults who are looking for adventure in Sacramento and beyond, bursting with 1,001 local

activity ideas. Use this treasure trove as a jumping off point for exploring our rich, historic, cultural region and its

rich, natural beauty and varied landscapes, not to mention the abundance of educational opportunities and

museums. Local author Sabrina Nishijima uncovers all the hidden gems for kids in Sacramento (or people who want

to feel like a kid!) and visitors who step into this magical region. Local illustrator Sarah Golden contributes charming

kid-friendly artwork.

FROM BACK OF COVER:FROM BACK OF COVER:

Ready to create your family adventure bucket list for Sacramento?

Plan out the BEST YEAR EVER with this pocketful of creative ideas. 1,001 Things To Do In Sacramento With Kids

(& The Young At Heart) is a comprehensive guide that lists everything kid-friendly in Sacramento--from all the

everyday staples (parks, museums, theaters) to the eclectic and visionary.

Wanna go on a swan tour? #7
Bend through a laser maze? #382
Use a 3D printer or button maker for free? #671, #22

You can do it all here in the Sacramento region! Including Davis, Roseville, Folsom, Auburn, and Apple Hill...You can do it all here in the Sacramento region! Including Davis, Roseville, Folsom, Auburn, and Apple Hill...
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Spontaneous playdates and grandparent days can be filled with super-unique activities that help grow kids' brains

with new experiences and challenges. Get out and see what our ever-changing Sacramento neighborhoods have to

offer. This book includes: 

- Nature Walks & Parks

- Outdoor, Sports, & Recreation Ideas

- Music, Theatre, & the Arts

- Historical Museums

- Science & Educational Activities

- Cultural & Food Festivals

- Neighborhood Concerts & Movies in the Park

- Public Service Ideas

- Plus, 101 Daytrip Ideas!
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